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In this report, we recap the Department of Energy’s weekly report on oil inventories and related factors. We 

include our euro and inventory oil model as well. Although the inventory data will be the primary focus of the 
recap, we will add other data when required.  
 

August 18, 2022 

 

Crude oil prices remain under pressure on fears of a deal with Iran and weakening economic 

growth. 

 

 
(Source: Barchart.com) 

 

Crude oil inventories fell 7.1 mb compared to a 0.3 mb build forecast.  The SPR declined 3.4 mb, 

meaning the net draw was 10.2 mb.   
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In the details, U.S. crude oil production was steady at 12.2 mbpd.  Exports rose 2.9 mb, while 

imports were unchanged.  Refining activity dipped 0.8% to 93.5% of capacity.   

 

 
(Sources: DOE, CIM) 

 

The above chart shows the seasonal pattern for crude oil inventories.  Clearly, this year is 

deviating from the normal path of commercial inventory levels although this week’s outsized 

decline is consistent with seasonal behavior.  We will approach the usual seasonal trough for 

inventories in mid-September.  

 

Since the SPR is being used, to some extent, as a buffer stock, we have constructed oil inventory 

charts incorporating both the SPR and commercial inventories. 
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Total stockpiles peaked in 2017 and are now at levels last seen in 2004.  Using total stocks since 

2015, fair value is $104.45.   
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With so many crosscurrents in the oil markets, we are beginning to see some degree of 

normalization.  The inventory/EUR model suggests oil prices should be around $64 per barrel, so 

we are seeing about $24 of risk premium in the market. 

 

Market news: 

• Oil prices have been coming under pressure mostly on fears of slowing demand, and 

weak economic data from China have been particularly worrisome.  Weaker demand has 

taken U.S. retail gasoline prices below $4 per gallon.  Last month, futures markets were 

weaker than physical price markers, but even the physical markets are now showing signs 

of weakness.  OPEC+ recent demand forecasts confirm softening consumption, although 

some of this may be self-serving.  If the cartel wanted to justify its modest production 

increase, citing slowing demand would be a reasonable assertion. 

• Meanwhile, we are seeing nations take steps to moderate consumption to reduce prices 

and ensure adequate supplies.  The U.K. is preparing for energy shortages by creating 

plans to ration energy.  The Indian Parliament recently passed conservation measures.   

• As we noted last week, German natural gas inventories have risen rapidly.  However, 

even with this inventory accumulation, regulators are still pressing for further cuts in 

current usage to avoid rationing.  Despite this news, natural gas prices are surging in 

Europe. 

• As energy company profitability soars, in the U.K., there is a movement to use these 

profits for “green” investments.  If this becomes a norm, fossil fuel supplies will remain 

constrained.   

• The Ukraine War and subsequent sanctions have disrupted physical supply chains.  As 

the war continues, consumers and producers are working to restructure energy 

infrastructure.  Germany, Portugal, and Spain are considering a plan to build natural gas 

pipelines through France from the Iberian peninsula to bring LNG to central Europe.  

Kazakhstan is considering a plan to transmit crude oil through the Azeri pipeline network 

to avoid Russian pipelines.  Also, Azerbaijan itself is likely to become an important 

supplier of oil and natural gas to the EU.  Although these actions will take time, the more 

https://www.ft.com/content/0c0c67b7-6e7d-41e2-846c-e0770fa8661c?emailId=62f4321eb3f7ef0023865d1b&segmentId=7e94968a-a618-c46d-4d8b-6e2655e68320
https://www.reuters.com/business/energy/global-physical-oil-market-weakens-recession-jitters-mount-2022-08-10/
https://www.reuters.com/business/energy/global-physical-oil-market-weakens-recession-jitters-mount-2022-08-10/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/opec-cuts-oil-demand-forecasts-as-economic-growth-slows-11660220861?st=3oju6w1vo02gg0l&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.ft.com/content/46366e25-5f5d-45b8-88a8-0e5b25d58f64?emailId=62f4806ea9503a0023e1307f&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.ft.com/content/46366e25-5f5d-45b8-88a8-0e5b25d58f64?emailId=62f4806ea9503a0023e1307f&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/indias-parliament-passes-energy-conservation-bill/2022/08/09/8f14df26-17f5-11ed-b998-b2ab68f58468_story.html?utm_source=Eurasia+Group+Signal&utm_campaign=1c9fc6e838-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2022_08_11_10_40&utm_medium=email
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-08-14/germany-reaches-gas-storage-milestone-two-weeks-ahead-of-plan#xj4y7vzkg
https://www.ft.com/content/ca215782-a3ba-4a85-997d-197769275a50?emailId=62f9c39a41507c0023920fbd&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.ft.com/content/64e9bbdd-e3ec-4044-81d3-adb5d0eda6e9?emailId=62fc6f10ce91f1002364cbf3&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.ft.com/content/64e9bbdd-e3ec-4044-81d3-adb5d0eda6e9?emailId=62fc6f10ce91f1002364cbf3&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.ft.com/content/3d53c3c4-a189-488d-aff3-3b63bddd1937?emailId=62f4806ea9503a0023e1307f&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.ft.com/content/66eb3438-f0e3-4c40-8c09-5c16688c5823
https://www.ft.com/content/fc828d8d-59b4-4d4d-b400-33b9ad1a62f3?emailId=62f679fa5ec63a0023c048af&segmentId=2785c52b-1c00-edaa-29be-7452cf90b5a2
https://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/Europes-Newest-Gas-Pipeline-Could-Come-Online-Within-9-Months.html
https://www.reuters.com/business/energy/exclusive-kazakhstan-start-oil-sales-via-azeri-pipeline-bypass-russia-2022-08-12/
https://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/The-Burgeoning-Energy-Partnership-Between-Azerbaijan-And-The-EU.html
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that supply chains adjust, the more supply will equalize and bring prices down in 

currently high priced markets. 

o Egypt will ration electricity to reduce domestic natural gas consumption in a bid 

to increase exports.   

o Meanwhile, Hungary is receiving Russian natural gas through the Turkstream 

pipeline that runs through Serbia.  Hungary has generally opposed EU sanctions 

against Russia.   

o Power shortages have led to the closure of a second aluminum smelter in Europe. 

• At the same time, resource hoarding is always a temptation.  Australia is considering 

actions to reduce LNG exports to ensure ample domestic supplies.   

• Although there has been disruption to crude oil flows due to the war, the IEA suggests 

that Russian production has fallen only modestly.  In contrast to OPEC+, the IEA is 

projecting higher demand this year due to fuel switching away from natural gas.   

• Although new refining projects are considered impossible in the U.S., it hasn’t prevented 

global refinery building from occurring.  However, this new capacity may not relieve 

product shortages in all markets. 

• OPEC’s recent market analysis could lay the groundwork for a production cut.  At the 

same time, Saudi Aramco (2222, SAR, 39.80) claims it can produce 12.0 mbpd.   

 

Geopolitical news:  

• We saw conflicting trends on the JCPOA/Iranian situation.  The EU has proposed a plan 

to end the IAEA’s investigation of suspect weapons sites in exchange for Tehran 

disclosing what it knows.  In addition, the EU has also suggested a way to circumvent 

U.S. sanctions on the Iranian Revolutionary Guard Corp.   Reports suggest that the U.S. 

is considering these changes, and Iran is on board as well.  The EU offer was said to be 

final, but, in dealing with Iran, it is hard to say when negotiations end.  Iran did deliver a 

response, but it was not to accept or reject the deal, but rather to negotiate further.   Iran is 

simultaneously trying to suggest it is “flexible” while suggesting that the U.S. isn’t 

negotiating in good faith.   At press time, the EU was still examining the Iranian 

response.  One element of the response is that Iran wants compensation if the U.S. 

withdrawals again from the deal.  It’s not clear to us if an administration in office could 

bind a subsequent administration to such an arrangement without legislation or treaty.  

Thus, this could be a deal killer.  We also note Iran wants the U.S. to end the IAEA’s 

investigation into Iran’s violation of the pact earlier.  Again, the IAEA is an independent 

agency of the UN and the U.S. can’t order them to back away from this investigation (nor 

should the administration do this, IOHO). Talks appear to have reached the “fish or cut 

bait” stage, as the U.S. stance is either accept the deal or walk away.  We do note that if 

the administration does allow these changes, the political blowback could be 

considerable.  At the same time, Iran claims it is sitting on 100 mb of crude oil and 

natural gas condensate that would hit the market immediately.  If this is true, it would 

make a major impact on oil prices, but we have our doubts about this claim.  It is clear 

that the sanctions has been eroding for some time and to the best of our knowledge, these 

inventory numbers have not been independently verified.  Complicating matters further: 

https://www.reuters.com/business/energy/egypts-cabinet-approves-plan-ration-electricity-save-gas-export-2022-08-11/
https://www.reuters.com/business/energy/gazprom-ramps-up-gas-flows-hungary-via-turkstream-pipeline-official-says-2022-08-13/
https://www.reuters.com/business/energy/gazprom-ramps-up-gas-flows-hungary-via-turkstream-pipeline-official-says-2022-08-13/
https://www.ft.com/content/39910878-7789-40e2-b77d-b6cc52a9aea0?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosgenerate&stream=top
https://www.reuters.com/business/energy/australian-states-press-gas-exporters-boost-local-supply-2022-08-12/
https://www.ft.com/content/b75d0b8e-fcd8-4722-9180-39a01279d3b4?emailId=62f5d53e61ab1200231b9adb&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.ft.com/content/b75d0b8e-fcd8-4722-9180-39a01279d3b4?emailId=62f5d53e61ab1200231b9adb&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.axios.com/newsletters/axios-generate-8d2f4af7-fbb4-4ba5-8dc8-e20a89c0679b.html?chunk=1&utm_term=emshare#story1
https://rbnenergy.com/always-on-my-mind-global-refiing-capacity-set-to-grow-but-us-gains-will-be-negligible
https://rbnenergy.com/always-on-my-mind-global-refiing-capacity-set-to-grow-but-us-gains-will-be-negligible
https://oilprice.com/Energy/Crude-Oil/Oil-Market-Surplus-Strengthens-Case-For-New-OPEC-Output-Cuts.html
https://oilprice.com/Energy/Crude-Oil/Aramco-Stands-Ready-To-Boost-Oil-Output-To-12-Million-Bpd.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/eu-proposes-significant-concession-to-iran-to-revive-nuclear-deal-11660242907?st=bx2yzrqgokh5gcu&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.wsj.com/articles/eu-proposes-significant-concession-to-iran-to-revive-nuclear-deal-11660242907?st=bx2yzrqgokh5gcu&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.politico.eu/article/eu-propose-lift-pressure-iran-revolutionary-guard-revive-nuclear-deal/
https://www.politico.eu/article/eu-propose-lift-pressure-iran-revolutionary-guard-revive-nuclear-deal/
https://www.voanews.com/a/iran-says-eu-proposal-to-revive-nuclear-deal-could-be-acceptable-/6698830.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/15/iran-nuclear-deal-00052024
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/15/iran-nuclear-deal-00052024
https://amwaj.media/media-monitor/is-iran-preparing-to-compromise-to-revive-nuclear-deal
https://www.ft.com/content/b0538fb0-d083-4cbd-84e0-c2499d4a3b96?utm_source=Eurasia+Group+Signal&utm_campaign=55554038b3-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2022_08_17_11_02&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_e605619869-55554038b3-134308033
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/08/16/world/europe/iran-us-nuclear-deal.html?smid=url-share
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/08/16/world/europe/iran-us-nuclear-deal.html?smid=url-share
https://edition.cnn.com/2022/08/15/middleeast/iran-nuclear-deal-response-vienna-agreement-intl-hnk/index.html?utm_source=dailybrief&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=DailyBrief2022Aug16&utm_term=DailyNewsBrief&utm_source=Eurasia+Group+Signal&utm_campaign=55554038b3-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2022_08_17_11_02&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_e605619869-55554038b3-134308033
https://edition.cnn.com/2022/08/15/middleeast/iran-nuclear-deal-response-vienna-agreement-intl-hnk/index.html?utm_source=dailybrief&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=DailyBrief2022Aug16&utm_term=DailyNewsBrief&utm_source=Eurasia+Group+Signal&utm_campaign=55554038b3-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2022_08_17_11_02&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_e605619869-55554038b3-134308033
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/papers-stolen-in-a-daring-israeli-raid-on-tehran-archive-reveal-the-extent-of-irans-past-weapons-research/2018/07/15/0f7911c8-877c-11e8-8553-a3ce89036c78_story.html?utm_source=Eurasia+Group+Signal&utm_campaign=55554038b3-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2022_08_17_11_02&utm_medium=email
https://www.reuters.com/world/middle-east/us-says-will-provide-views-eu-privately-iran-nuclear-deal-text-2022-08-15/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-08-16/what-would-an-iran-deal-mean-for-oil-markets?utm_source=Eurasia+Group+Signal&utm_campaign=55554038b3-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2022_08_17_11_02&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_e605619869-55554038b3-134308033#xj4y7vzkg
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-08-16/what-would-an-iran-deal-mean-for-oil-markets?utm_source=Eurasia+Group+Signal&utm_campaign=55554038b3-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2022_08_17_11_02&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_e605619869-55554038b3-134308033#xj4y7vzkg
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o U.S. intelligence agencies suggest Iran has trained Russian soldiers on the use of 

drones.   

o There are reports that Iran tried to arrange for the assassination of John Bolton, 

the former National Security Director.  To add insult to injury, Tehran only 

wanted to spend $300k for the effort.   

o Although it would likely be difficult to directly tie Iran to the attack on author 

Salman Rushdie (although the lack of ties didn’t stop SoS Blinken from making 

the connection), the fatwa issued against him by Iranian clerics was almost 

certainly a factor.  We do note that Iran has officially denied any involvement. 

• There are reports that President Xi is planning to visit the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia this 

week, although these plans have not been confirmed.  Closer ties between Beijing and 

Riyadh will not sit well with the U.S.  We also note that there may be something of a 

market share war developing between Iran, the KSA, and Russia.  China has become a 

favorite market for Russian oil.  Xi may be making this trip to maintain relations.  We do 

note that China and the KSA are working on oil and gas investments jointly, and China 

does appear to be replacing the U.S. as a key market for the Saudis.   

• Prince Alwaleed bin Talal made large investments in Russian oil and gas firms just 

before the attack on Ukraine.  Although there is some element of plausible deniability, 

the optics are unfavorable.  Moreover, it suggests closer ties between the KSA and 

Russia, which could become increasingly problematic for the U.S. 

• Intra-Shiite tensions in Iraq have the potential to cause a civil conflict.  Essentially, the 

fight is between al-Sadr and other Shiite groups.  The former wants to create a 

government based on majority rule while the latter wants proportional representation.  

The inability to come to an agreement may lead the KSA and Iran to become involved.   

 

Alternative energy/policy news: 

• With the Inflation Reduction Act now signed into law, a backlash against economists for 

pushing for a carbon tax is developing.  To some extent, this makes sense as using other 

tools can be more politically popular.  However, from an efficiency standpoint, a carbon 

tax would still be a superior policy, but obviously, if you can’t get it passed, holding on to 

that policy to the exclusion of all others makes little sense.  What the bill is really all 

about is industrial policy.  Government shaping the economy is nothing new but is 

generally considered legitimate only in cases of clear market failure.  Since a carbon tax 

was never implemented, it really hasn’t been proven that a market failure exists.   

o Despite the lack of a carbon tax or a carbon price, market participants are 

increasingly behaving as if one exists. 

o The bill is poised to create an EV production boom in the Midwest.   

• There is great excitement in the environmental community over the new measures but 

one potential concern is the lack of workers to build out the plan.   

• Germany is extending the life of its three remaining nuclear power plants.   

https://www.al-monitor.com/originals/2022/08/iran-trained-russians-using-armed-drones-us-intel-says?utm_source=substack&utm_medium=email#ixzz7bkfBxFc3
https://www.al-monitor.com/originals/2022/08/iran-trained-russians-using-armed-drones-us-intel-says?utm_source=substack&utm_medium=email#ixzz7bkfBxFc3
https://www.cnn.com/2022/08/10/politics/justice-department-charges-iranian-with-trying-to-assassinate-john-bolton/index.html?utm_source=substack&utm_medium=email
https://twitter.com/GLNoronha/status/1557549300590284801?utm_source=substack&utm_medium=email
https://asia.nikkei.com/Politics/Terrorism/Iranians-fear-attack-on-Salman-Rushdie-will-derail-nuclear-deal
https://asia.nikkei.com/Politics/Terrorism/Iranians-fear-attack-on-Salman-Rushdie-will-derail-nuclear-deal
https://www.ft.com/content/67baddba-e0f5-4512-a221-b8b24a48fb96
https://www.ft.com/content/099824e5-4412-4ad9-a6ef-1442bea09d6b?emailId=62fb1871c5a23c00232f5e7f&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/aug/11/chinese-president-xi-jinping-to-visit-saudi-arabia-next-week?
https://www.reuters.com/world/china/china-foreign-ministry-no-information-offer-report-about-any-xi-visit-saudi-2022-08-11/
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/08/16/xi-jinping-saudi-arabia-trip-middle-east-influence-00052023?utm_source=substack&utm_medium=email
https://www.oilfieldtechnology.com/drilling-and-production/15082022/aramco-and-sinopec-sign-mou-to-collaborate-on-projects-in-saudi-arabia/?utm_source=substack&utm_medium=email
https://www.ft.com/content/c743f14c-b284-4ec4-93f9-2df600d31a89?emailId=62f9c39a41507c0023920fbd&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://amwaj.media/article/interview-with-dhiaa-n-al-asadi
https://www.axios.com/newsletters/axios-generate-8d2f4af7-fbb4-4ba5-8dc8-e20a89c0679b.html?chunk=3&utm_term=emshare#story3
https://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/The-Unstoppable-Growth-Of-Carbon-Markets.html
https://oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-General/The-Unstoppable-Growth-Of-Carbon-Markets.html
https://www.axios.com/2022/08/17/electric-cars-vehicles-batteries-battery-belt-biden?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosam&stream=top
https://www.axios.com/2022/08/09/clean-energy-workers-climate-bill?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosam&stream=top
https://www.wsj.com/articles/germany-to-keep-last-three-nuclear-power-plants-running-in-policy-u-turn-11660661914?st=xxqmyepzapg6f5m&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
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• Any commodity activity disturbs something.  Whether its drilling, ranching, farming, or 

mining, something or someone gets disturbed.  As demand for lithium rises, opposition to 

mining or brining has emerged.  Although such opposition may be overcome, higher 

costs are likely to result.   

• As we noted last week, the price of EVs continues to climb.  Ford’s (F, $16.18) 

announcement of substantial price increases on its F-150 “Lightning” EV pickup is the 

most recent example of this issue. 

• There is growing evidence that the Arctic is warming faster than other parts of the world.  

The impact is difficult to estimate, but we would expect greater weather variability from 

this situation.   

• Much of the Midwest, parts of the Southwest, Florida, and the Atlantic coast could 

become subject to extreme heat events in the coming decades.  But the real worry is heat 

in areas unprepared. The linked map shows the areas of installed air conditioning.  

• Hot weather just isn’t an inconvenience.  The drought and warm weather is affecting 

industrial activity in Germany.  In China, power shortages, caused by hot weather, are 

causing car and battery plants to suspend operations.  Tech firms have also temporarily 

shut down.   

• Delays of utility-scale solar projects are steadily rising.  These delays may be tied to trade 

restrictions which have recently been eased.   

• California looks ready to extend the life of the Diablo Canyon nuclear power plant that 

was scheduled for decommissioning.   

• Increasingly, we are seeing an “all of the above” strategy in energy investment.  Investing 

in renewables doesn’t necessarily preclude investing in fossil fuels.   

• Although wood burning is not necessarily environmentally friendly, it appears Germans 

are considering it in the face of rising fossil fuel prices.  Wood pellets are also seeing 

rising demand in Europe and Asia. 

• This recent report from the Peterson Institute details China’s dominance in rare earths 

processing.   

 
 
 
Past performance is no guarantee of future results.  Information provided in this report is for educational and illustrative purposes 
only and should not be construed as individualized investment advice or a recommendation.  Any investment or strategy discussed 
may not be suitable for all investors.  Investors must make their own decisions based on their specific investment objectives and 
financial circumstances.  Opinions expressed are current as of the date shown and are subject to change. 
 

This report was prepared by Confluence Investment Management LLC and reflects the current opinion of the authors. It is based 
upon sources and data believed to be accurate and reliable. Opinions and forward-looking statements expressed are subject to 
change. This is not a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any security. 

https://www.nbcnews.com/specials/the-cost-of-green-energy-the-nation-s-biggest-lithium-mine-may-be-going-up-on-a-site-sacred-to-native-americans/index.html
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